Rachel Reindeer
by Jennifer Paganelli
Jennifer Paganelli and Carla Hegeman Crim have partnered to bring you stylish designs and the very best sewing experience. Jennifer is a well-known textile designer. Her gorgeous fabric lines can be viewed on her website or at www.freespiritfabric.com. These fabrics are available online and in fine quilt stores everywhere.

Materials:
- Washable marking tool
- One red pom pom
- Optional ribbon for a bow
- Stuffing

Fabric:
Choose light-medium weight cotton woven fabrics. Pre-washing your fabrics is recommended.

Yardage Requirements:
Scrap fabrics, 2 pieces measuring about 7x 10 inches

For more patterns find us on Etsy or at sisboom.com
Trace reindeer pattern onto the wrong side of one of your pieces of fabric (a). Then put the other piece of fabric with right sides together to the piece you traced your pattern onto and **sew around the reindeer on the traced outline**. Be sure to leave a spot open for turning (b)

Trim around the reindeer leaving 1/4inch around and clip around curves, being careful to not clip your stitching. Leave excess fabric around your turning hole (c). Turn your reindeer right side out and stuff with fluff (d)
Fold the excess fabric ends into the hole and ladder stitch the hole closed (e). Sew on the pom pom nose (f).

Ladder Stitch: